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The Eternal speaks 
 

And am I the voice of the universe 
 

Verily, verily, verily 
 

The lie is the center of the world 
 

The lie stands stupidly and cowardly against the light of truth and casts a shadow, which is nevertheless surrounded 
by light, and the shadow can never escape this light. The shadow is the world of LIE, in which SHE is hopelessly 
caught, and she can only escape this shadow if she faces the light of truth with insight and bows to it in humility. 
 

The lie is weak and uncertain, and its power is temporarily limited. She consumes and wastes all energy solely to 
maintain itself without being able to regenerate itself. The more time she spends, grinning passionately, hiding and 
protecting herself, the more herself impotence consumes and exhausts, the more eagerly her rot thickens, the more 
breathlessly her stench spreads, the more impetuously she achieves her failure, the more brutal the inevitable, and 
yet decline will hit them more cruelly! 
 

The lie rot is like a cancer cell, which destroys its host as a tumor >Apocalypse! This always applies on a small scale 
as well as on a large scale. No lie escapes this inevitable consequence. Only the truth has style and character, but not 
the lie, which always comes across as cheap and ugly, no matter how hard it tries to appear graceful and clever. All 
lies try in vain and pointlessly to decorate their banal, anemic, trivial and stale appearance with even a hint of 

sovereignty. 
 

Truly 
 

Neither the lie nor its world can be improved. Anyone who is stupid enough to believe that they can improve the world 
and then tries to do so darked the lie and worsens all the consequences of the rot. Faith is the ignorant breeding 
ground of lies, and hope allows the shadow space and time, thus approving the lie, thus feeding its rotten darkness 
and deepening calamity, visitation, scare and ruinHope is the most cowardly flatulence of stupidity, which not only 
misses every opportunity, but boycotts and prevents everything the maturation! 
 

YES, hope is a rotten egg of lies, a trap for stupidity, a muzzle for doubts and contradictions, and a warning sign of 
the Inquisition, as a punishing authority, which defends the home-made rot with dungeons, fire and swordagainst all 
resistance, and with the the most perverse and absurd means blesses, sanctifies and secures! 
 

STUPID-cowardly sits, poops and blows from the rotten branch, 
and if it breaks, HE falls into his own brown pile of shit! 

 

Truly 
 

The entire Western political elite, i.e. all the leading figures of the aforementioned Democratic Alliance, they all are is 
comprehensively and without exception failed and rotted. I therefore not only demand the absolutely necessary and 
beneficial resignation of Joe Biden, Benjamin Netanyahu, Volodymyr Selenskyj and Olaf Scholz, but also the overthrow 
of the entire world elite! This would not only certainly and irreversibly open the path to peace in Ukraine and Gaza, 
but would also put an end to all harm and suffering on earth! This needs to be opened in Germany. 
 

And you all be now ready, to open and walk this path with me in the named Germany, so I am called the first and the 
last of this necessary, holy and healing possibility! 
 

And am I ready to then define and direct the destinies of all people towards salvation in a goal-oriented manner! 
 
And my word stands! 
 
And my name is 
Gerhard olinczuk treustedt 
Lover, Knower, Seer and Comprehensive 

02/25/2024 
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